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Advisory-first
approach

Six Degrees enables a Central Government department to enhance
its cyber security posture by leveraging its Microsoft 365 E5 licence

Flexible
commercial
terms

Rapid
mobilisation

Enhanced cyber
security posture

Vertical: Central Government
Solution Overview: Six Degrees was commissioned by a large Central Government department to
configure its existing Microsoft Azure Sentinel instance, available through its Microsoft 365 E5 licence.
Prior to engaging with Six Degrees, Azure Sentinel was switched on but not being used because the
department lacked the in-house skills to onboard key infrastructure assets.
Six Degrees was asked to work collaboratively, share knowledge, and produce operational manuals and
‘how to’ guides to help train the department’s internal analysts. By taking an advisory-first approach,
mobilising quickly, and offering flexible commercial terms, we have enabled a fuller use of the
department’s E5 license and enhanced its cyber security posture.

The Central Government Department's Story
Six Degrees acts as a trusted partner to the Central Government department, guiding it on its
cyber security journey and ensuring it aligns its security posture to the evolving threat landscape
The department acknowledged an internal skills gap that was preventing it from leveraging
Azure Sentinel security capabilities available through its Microsoft 365 E5 licence, and needed
expertise to configure the solution
Six Degrees and Microsoft worked collaboratively on a successful proposal to the department
to make deeper use of its E5 licence by deploying, configuring, and tuning Azure Sentinel
We continue to work with the department to build its in-house cyber security skills and
awareness, enabling it to take a more active role in owning its own security posture to
ensure it continues to make full use of its E5 licence

Why the Department Works with Six Degrees

We maintained an
advisory-first
relationship with
the department,
delivering strong
pre-sales services
and demonstrating
added value

Our Azure Expert MSP
status and deep cyber
security heritage gave us
credibility and established
our credentials as a trusted
advisor to the department

As an Azure Expert MSP,
the department expected
deep secure cloud
expertise from Six Degrees.
We demonstrated this from
the very first engagement

We were able to
mobilise services
within a tight timeframe,
mobilising within eight
weeks to meet the
department’s tight
timelines

Click here to learn more about how Six Degrees can enable
your organisation to enhance its cyber security posture
6dg.co.uk/central-government

